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Abstract - Big Data investigation is the method of
collecting, arranging, and examining a huge amount of
raw data, which extracts useful information. Big data
investigation is a very difficult practice of investigating
large datasets for taking future decisions. The
conventional techniques failed to look up the prediction
accurateness and also diminishes the prediction time while
processing the large volumes of data. A novel Kendall
Normalized feature selection based Jaccarized Rocchio
Boyer-Moore Bootstrap Aggregative Mapreduce classifier
(KNFS-JRBMBAMC) method is the preamble for advance
predicting the potential outcomes with elevated prediction
accurateness and get with smaller time. The KNFSJRBMBAMC methods encompass two techniques, namely
data-based feature selection and its related classification
for prediction. In the KNFS-JRBMBAMC method, Kendall
Ranking Correlative Normalized Discriminant feature
selection is agreed to identify the linear combination of
features and select the relevant features for performing the
classification task. After feature selection, the Jaccarized
Rocchio Boyer-Moore Bootstrap Aggregative Mapreduce
classification method is applied for classifying the raw
input data into dissimilar classes with higher classification
accuracy using the Boyer-Moore voting scheme. Then, the
map () and reduce () function is used for the classifier
result to perform an accurate prediction. Exploratory
assessment is completed utilizing agricultural soil data
collection set on factors like expectation exactness, bogus
positive rate, forecast time, and space intricacy regarding
various information. The talked about outcomes
investigation shows that the KNFS-JRBMBAMC strategy
gives better execution as far as accomplishing higher
expectation exactness and lesser time just as space
intricacy when contrasted with the cutting edge works
Keywords - Intelligent Data Prediction(IDP), Extreme
Learning Machine (ELM) Kendall Normalized feature
selection
(KNFS),
Jaccarized
Rocchio
BoyerMooreBootstrap aggregation, Jaccarized similarity

MapReduce, (JRBMBAMC), Cuckoo–Grey wolf-based
Correlative Naive Bayes classifier and MapReduce Model
(CGCNB-MRM)
I. INTRODUCTION
Big Data is a set of a large volume of information
stored in a large database for further analysis. Enormous
information is steadily being utilized in different
applications like industry, monetary managing, farming,
medication, etc., since it handles a lot of information. In
huge information, the prescient examination is the huge
cycle of mining the significant data from enormous
datasets to discover future results. Several methods have
been developed for taking care of the huge volume of
information. An Intelligent Data Expectation (Prediction)
(IDP) technique was created in [1] to anticipate soil hefty
metal substance utilizing MBPSO and LSSVM and limit
the blunder of information prediction. However, the
performance of prediction exactness of the model was not
expanded. Cuckoo–Grey wolf-based Correlative Naive
Bayes classifier and MapReduce Model (CGCNB-MRM)
was presented in [2] for the Classification of big data.
However, the performance of accurate prediction with
minimum time consumption was not obtained.
An improved online bagging algorithm was designed in
[3] for the characterization of the developing huge
information stream. The designed algorithm improves the
better accuracy. However, it failed to point in on further
developing the execution productivity of the calculation
algorithm.
Markov random fields (MRF) approach was developed
in [4] for predictive analytics using big data. But, the data
analytics was not performed using efficient, innovative
machine learning techniques to extract useful information.
A big data processing approach was introduced in [5]
using climate and health data. But the efficient machine
learning technique was not applied to further improve the
prediction accuracy. Different Machine Learning
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Techniques were developed in [6] for predicting the soil
quality based on chemical, physical and biological
compositions. But it failed to perform the feature selection
to minimize the time complexity.
Optimizing the extreme learning machine technique
was introduced in [7] for predicting the soil quality.
However, the designed technique failed to analyze more
soil parameters for accurate prediction. Advanced
machine learning models were developed in [8] to
accurately predict the accuracy of soil temperature.
However, the designed models failed to handle more data
for predictive analytics. Mainly this type of model will
help the mining analyst to predict the effective ranking in
the market and their social reachability and also the
analyst to identify their needs in various ranges. Most of
the industries need the big data analyst to predict their
outcomes
A five-layer-fifteen level (FLFL) satellite distant
detecting information the executive's structure was
portrayed in [9] for management and precision agriculture.
But, the higher prediction accuracy was not obtained using
FLFL satellite far off detecting information the board
structure. The partially autoregressive coordinated moving
normal (FARIMA) strategy was created in [10] to gauge
the day-by-day mud high temperature (soil). The designed
method reduces the error rate, but it failed to use the
machine learning model for improving the accuracy.

summed up as given below. To further develop the
forecast exactness, a clever procedure called KNFSJRBMBAMC is presented using a MapReduce function.
The KNFS-JRBMBAMC uses the Kendall Ranking
Correlative Normalized Discriminant feature selection to
identify relevant feature subsets for performing the
classification task. This helps to limit the expectation
reality intricacy.
The KNFS-JRBMBAMC practice uses the map
function in the Jaccarized Rocchio Boyer-Moore
Bootstrap Aggregative classifier. The ensemble classifier
uses the Rocchio classifier for measuring the Jaccard
similarity between training data and testing data. Based on
similarity value, the data is classified into different
classes.
After that, the Boyer-Moore voting scheme is applied in
reduce phase for identifying the majority voting samples
to display the last classification results. This, in turn,
builds the forecast exactness and limits the space
complexity.
Finally, an experiment is conducted to evaluate the
analysis of the KNFS-JRBMBAMC technique against the
existing methods with various performance metrics.
The paper is prepared into diverse sections. Section II
reviews the related work in the field of big data prediction
and classification. Section 3 describes the detailed
explanation of the KNFS-JRBMBAMC technique with the
help of an architecture outline and calculation.
In segment 4, the test setting of the proposed techniques
is depicted. Segment 5 examines the results of proposed
and existing methods. Section 6 depicts the conclusion of
the paper.

A. New Technique to Upgrade Existing Flaws
The existing techniques have a few limitations, such as
lesser precision, additional time utilization, higher blunder
rate, etc. To beat such sorts of issues, an original method
called KNFS-JRBMBAMC is presented. The significant
commitment of the KNFS-JRBMBAMC method is
II. EXISTING METHODS IN PREDICTION
A convolution long transient memory (convLSTM)
framework was created in [11] for precipitation forecast
utilizing spatial-fleeting examples. In any case, the time
intricacy of expectation was not diminished. An LSTM
neural organization was created in [12] to further develop
the forecast execution and limit the blunder esteem.
However, it neglected to deal with the huge size of
preparing information for prescient examination.
A profound learning model was created in [13] for soil
dampness expectation. Be that as it may, it neglected to
break down the effect of different meteorological
highlights on the precision of soil dampness forecast.
Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) algorithm was
designed in [14] using a feature selection process for
improving the forecasting accuracy of soil strength. But
the lesser prediction time was not achieved.
Two new combination models were presented in [15],
dependent on Elman neural organization (ENN)
coordinated with gravitational pursuit calculation
algorithm (GSA) for working on the spatial and worldly
assessment at different soil profundities. Be that as it may,
the execution time of mixture models was somewhat more

than the typical strategies. A Fluffy Correlative Innocent
naïve Bayes Classifier with Map Reduce approach was
presented in [16] for Large data order classification. The
planned calculation algorithm expands the exactness, yet
the bogus positive rate was not limited.
Chi calculation-based Large Information arrangement
was introduced in [17] for handling the enormous data.
Yet, it neglected to play out the element determination
measure for limiting the time intricacy of large
information forecast. Diverse AI calculations were created
in [18] to work on the arrangement of soil types. However,
the soil’s physical and chemical properties were not
considered to improve the model execution.
A clever circulated learning calculation was created in
[19] to develop a careful and conservative fluffy principlebased classification of Enormous Data. However, the
characterization execution was not improved. An allextended belief rule-based system (EBRBS) was presented
in [20] for the characterization of enormous information.
The planned framework decreases the time intricacy and
further developing the workout efficiency for multi-class
classification problems.
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III. ENHANCEMENT OF PREDICTION
ANALYTICS

Figure 1 given below delineates a design outline of the
KNFS-JRBMBAMC procedure for prescient investigation
utilizing large data. Initially, the quantity of highlights set
{k_1,k_2,k_3,… .k_(n ) } and number of information
d_1,d_2,d_3,… .d_(m ) are gathered from the huge
dataset. Then, Kendall Ranking Correlative Normalized
Discriminant analysis is performed to evaluate features
and finds the relevant features for classification. Finally,
classification is done with the selected feature set using
Jaccarized Rocchio Boyer-Moore Bootstrap Aggregative
classifier.

A. PROPOSED SOLUTION
Big Data has become used for several organizations to
collect and analyze huge amounts of domain-specific
information. Mining and extracting the significant patterns
from large input data for prediction is at the core of big
data analytics. Analyzing such kinds of big data using
machine learning algorithms faces several problems like
more time-consuming and complexity in big data
analytics. These problems need to be solved by presenting
a clever method called KNFS-JRBMBAMC.

Training set
Big dataset

Feature set

Selected feature‘s

Map phase ()

Feature evaluation

Jaccarized Rocchio Boyer-Moore
Bootstrap Aggregative classifier

Reduce
function
Big data- Prediction
Figure 1 Architecture diagram of KNFS-JRBMBAMC technique

Kendall ranking correlative Normalized Discriminant
Analyses is a machine learning technique used for
detecting the relevant features from the total feature set
using a linear discriminant vector.

Then the Map-reduce function is applied for prediction.
These different processes of the KNFS-JRBMBAMC
technique are explained in the following subsections.
B.
Kendall
Ranking
Correlative
Discriminant Feature Selection

Normalized
The discriminant vector is separating the features into
two subsets, namely, based on the correlation measure.
Thus, the projection increases the variance between the
subset and minimizing the variance within the subset. The
separation function is definite as the relation of the
variance between the two subsets.

The big data platform is capable of processing a large
amount of data, as a result of which, data analysis
becomes very complex. In order to minimize the
complexity of big data analysis, feature selection is
important in several big data applications. The significant
challenges strictly related to big data are the
dimensionality is extremely high. It is attractive to
decrease the dimensionality of data resulting in increases
computational and storage costs.
Feature selection is a dimension reduction technique
used for efficiency in handling high-dimensional data. It is
directly used to select the subset of significant features for
the model construction. The selected features are used for
maximizing the accuracy of the classification and
reducing the computational time and storage space.
Therefore, the proposed KNFS-JRBMBAMC technique
uses the Kendall ranking correlative Normalized
Discriminant Analyses for relevant feature selection. The

Q=

σB
σW

=

W AB (s)D

(1)

WAw (s)D

From (1), ‘Q denotes a separation function, σB
denotes the variance between the subset and σW denotes a
variance within the subset, W signifies a discriminant
vector to projects the highlights into the specific class
dependent
on
ideal
projection
heading
'D',
AB (s)symbolizes a scatter matrix between the subset,
Aw (s)symbolizes the scatter matrix within the subset.
The discriminant vector projects the features based on the
correlation measure using Kendall rank correlation.
τ=
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From the above mathematical equation (2),’τ’
denotes a Kendall rank correlation coefficient, ‘k i ’, k j
represents the features in the dataset ‘n’ indicates a
number of features. The Relationship coefficient gives the
yield runs between '- 1' and '+1'. These qualities are
utilized to recognize the ideal level of connection
between's the two highlights. '+1 Shows a positive
Relationship between's the highlights, -1' indicates a
negative connection between's the highlights. The
decidedly related highlights are selected projected into the
relevant subset, and other features are projected into the
irrelevant subset.
After projecting the features, the scatter matrix is
constructed to determine whether the features are
positively or negatively correlated within the subset. The
scatter matrix within the subset is measured as follows.
Aw (s) = ∑ ∑(k i − μs )(k i − μs )T

Where, Aw (s)indicates a scatter matrix within the
subset and. ‘k i ′ denotes features, μs represents a mean of
the subset T denotes a transpose of a matrix. Similarly, the
scatter matrix between the subset is measured as follows,
AB (s) = ∑ n ∗ (μs1 − μs2 )(μs1 − μs2 )T

(4)

Where,AB (s) denotes a scatter matrix between the
subset, ′n′ denotes the number of highlights, μ_s1
signifies a mean of the split 1, μ_s1 indicates a mean of
split two. Subsequently, the discriminant examination is
partitioned into the list of capabilities into two subsets.
Hence, the projection vectors in the division work limit
the difference between and boost the connection within
the split. Finally, the selected features are used for
classification to minimize the prediction time just as space
intricacy. The algorithmic process of the Kendall ranking
correlative Normalized Discriminate feature selection is
described as given below.

(3)

// Algorithm 1: Kendall ranking correlative Normalized Discriminant feature selection
Input: dataset, number of features𝑘1 , 𝑘2 , 𝑘3 , … . 𝑘𝑛
Output: Select relevant features
Begin
Step 1:For each input feature𝒌𝒊
Step 2:

Define separation function

Step 3:

Measure correlation ‘𝜏’

Step 4:

if (𝜏 = +1)then

Step 5:
Step 6:
Step 7:
Step 8:

Features are positively correlated
else
Features are negatively correlated
end if

Step 9: Divide the features into two different subsets using discriminant vector ‘𝑊’
Step 10: Measure scatter matrix of 𝐴𝑤 (𝑠) and 𝐴𝐵 (𝑠)
Step 11: Return (selected positively correlated features)
Step 12: End for loop
Stop

negatively correlated features are projected into subset 2.
This helps to minimize the prediction time and memory
complexity of prediction.

Calculation 1 depicts the bit-by-bit cycle of Kendall
ranking correlative Normalized Discriminant feature
selection. For each feature in the dataset, the correlation is
measured. Based on the correlation value, the projection
vector projects the features into two splits, namely
pertinent or inappropriate feature subset. The positively
correlated features are projected into subset 1, whereas the
negatively correlated features are projected into subset 2.
After that, the scatter matrix is measured within the subset
and between the subsets. This shows that the positively
correlated features are projected into subset 1, and the

Figure 2 indicates a block diagram of the bootstrap
ensemble classification technique to get an exact forecast.
The bootstrap gathering strategy considers the training set
{di , Z} wheredi = d1 , d2 , … , dm ’ denotes the data, and
‘Z ‘indicates the ensemble classification outcomes. As
shown in figure 2, the bootstrap ensemble classification
technique
initially
constructs
‘b’
weak
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learnersR1 , R 2, R 3, … . R b and results are combined to obtain
strong classification results. MapReduce is a simple
programming model used for processing a huge volume of
information in an equal way. This model comprises the

Map phase and Reduce phase. The number of input data.
‘di = d1 , d2 , … , dm ’ are collected in the map phase in the
form of rows and columns. The troupe strategy utilizes the
powerless

Weak learner 1

Weak learner 2
Training data
Combined
Results

⋮

Weak learner k

Voting

Accurate prediction

Figure 2 Block diagram of Jaccarized Rocchio Boyer-Moore Bootstrap aggregative data classification
coefficient gives the yield esteems from 0 to 1. The high
similitude of testing and preparing information are
characterized into a specific class. Along these lines, the
powerless student groups the information into various
classes.
Yet, the feeble classifier makes them train
blunder in the order results. To work on the exactness of
order and limit the blunder, the feeble student results are
joined into solid.

C. Jaccarized Boyer-Moore Bootstrap Aggregative Data
Classification
After the component choice, the expectation is
performed through the characterization with the assistance
of the Bootstrap accumulating procedure. Bootstrap
accumulating is a group strategy that assists with working
on the precision of arrangement and relapse. The outfit
classifier changes powerless students over to solid ones. A
frail student is a base classifier that is not proficient to
furnishes exact grouping with the least blunder. Despite
what might be expected, a solid student is likewise a
classifier that all around corresponded with the genuine
grouping.
Learners as a Jaccard ordering classifier to arrange the
information into various classes. Allow us to think about
the quantity of information d1 , d2 , d3 , … . dm for predictive
analytics. The Jaccard index Rocchio classifier is used to
find the class of training samples whose similarity is
closest to the observation.
The Rocchio classifier
measures the Jaccard similarity between the training and
testing data
β=∑

dtr ∩dts
dtr +∑ dts −dtr ∩dts

Z = ∑ki=1 R i (dn )

(6)

Where‘Z’signifies, the yield of a solid learner,Ri (dn),
represents a yield of the frail learns. For each frail learner,
the training mistake is assessed to track down the precise
grouping results. The blunder rate is determined as the
distinction between the real outcomes and noticed
grouping results.
Error = [R a − R o ]2

(7)

Where,R a symbolizes the actual output of the weak
learner,R o represents the observed consequences of the
frail classifier. Subsequent to computing the
blunder(error) rate, the feeble learners are sorted. The
classifier that has minimum error is ranked first, then the
other. Similarly, all the weak learners are sorted. At last,
the feeble student with the least blunder is chosen as the
last prediction result. Then the proposed technique uses
the Boyer-Moore voting scheme in reduce phase to find
the majority of the classified data. Boyer-Moore voting

(5)

From (5),βdenotesa Jaccard Similarity coefficient, dtr
denotes training data, dts indicates a testing data, the
crossing point image '⋂' assigns common freedom
between the preparation and testing information are
genuinely reliant, ∑dtr is the amount of dtr score, ∑dts is
the amount of dts score. The Jaccard Comparability
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function, Count (l) denotes a sequence counts of the data
appeared, m denotes a total length of the sequence. The
majority votes of the data are obtained at the final
classification results. The algorithmic process of the
Jaccarized Boyer-Moore Bootstrap aggregative data
classification is described as given below

schema computes the majority vote of classified data. A
majority vote in a sequence of ‘l’ data appears more than
m/2 times in the sequence.
F = arg max [ Count (l) > m/2]
(8)
Where F denotes an output of voting results at reducing
phase, argmax denotes an argument of the maximum

// Algorithm 2: Jaccarized Rocchio Boyer-Moore Bootstrap aggregative data classification
Input: Data 𝑑𝑖 = 𝑑1 , 𝑑2 , … , 𝑑𝑚
Output: Increase prediction accuracy
Begin
Steps 1:foreach data. ‘𝑑𝑖 ’
Steps 2:Construct ‘k’ number of weak learners
Steps 3:
Steps 4:
Steps 5:
Steps 6:

Measure Jaccard Similarity coefficient ‘𝛽’
If [‘𝛽’ = +1)then
Data are classified into a particular class
else

Steps 7:

Data are classified into another class

Steps 8:

end if

Steps 9:

Obtain weak learner results ‘𝑅𝑖 (𝑑𝑛 )’

Steps 10:

Combine all weak learners 𝑍 = ∑𝑘𝑖=1 𝑅𝑖 (𝑑𝑛 )

Steps 11:For each 𝑅𝑖 (𝑑𝑛 )
Steps 12:

Calculate error ‘𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟’

Steps 13:

Sorting weak learners in ascending order

Steps 14:

Select the frail learners with the least error

Steps15:

Find the majority votes arg max → 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 (𝑚) > 𝑚/2

Steps 16:

Obtain a well-built classification outcome

Steps 17:

end for

End
Calculation describes the bit-by-bit cycle of Jaccarized
Rocchio Boyer-Moore Bootstrap aggregate information
characterization to further develop the forecast precision
and decrease the mistake rate. In the map phase, the input
training data are mapped into the testing data using
Jaccarized Rocchio Boyer-Moore Bootstrap aggregative
classifier. Initially, ‘k's number of frail learners as a
Jaccard indexive Rocchio classifier to analyze testing and
training data and perform classification. If the similarity
rate is high, then data is secret into a particular class. Or
else, the data are classified into another class. Then the
frail learner outcomes are combined and measure the
error. Then the weak learners are sorted in ascending order
according to the error rate. In other words, the weak
learners with a minimum error are ordered first than the
other. Followed by, another weak learner is arranged.
Then, the Boyer-Moore majority voting scheme is applied
in reduce phase for finding the majority votes of the
samples. In this way, data are correctly classified. Based

on classification results, the prediction is performed at
higher accuracy.
IV. INVESTIGATIONAL SETTINGS
The investigational assessment of the planned KNFSJRBMBAMC method and obtainable [1] and [2] are
implemented in Java programming language using the
Soil dataset for prediction.
The
soil
dataset
is
collected
from the:
https://soilhealth.dac.gov.in/during the period2016–2017
for Erode region Tamilnadu. This webpage shows the soil
testing
report
taken
from
Erode
district
https://soilhealth.dac.gov.in/PublicReports/NSVW.
The
Soil informational index has 15 credits and an aggregate
of in excess of 5000 cases from the Soil example test
report. The credits portrayals for each dirt example test
result are listed in table 1
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Table 1 shows the example informational index utilized
for experimentation in our work that was put away as CSV
(Comma Separated Values) document format that was
obtained over the blocks of Erode District.

Table 1 facial appearance description
S.
No

Features

Description

1

Model No

Soil
Testing
Report
Identification Number

2

pH

Soil pH value

3

EC

Electrical conductivity

4

OC

Organic carbon

5

N

Nitrogen

6

P

Phosphorus

7

K

Potassium

8

S

Sulphur

9

Zn

Zinc

10

Fe

Symbol of Iron

11

Cu

Symbol of Copper

12

Mn

Symbol of Manganese

13

Ca

Symbol of Calcium

14

B

Symbol of Boron

15

division

V. PERFORMANCE RESULTS ANALYSIS
The exhibition of the KNFS-JRBMBAMC
strategy is resolved as far as expectation precision, forecast
time, fake positive rate, and space intricacy as for different
quantities of information.
A. Prediction Accuracy
Prediction accuracy is measured as the proportion of the
quantity of information that is precisely arranged to the allout number of information. The general expectation
exactness is planned as given below,
𝐴𝐶𝑑
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑎 = [ 𝑖 ] ∗ 100
(9)
𝑑𝑛

Where, ‘𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑎 ’ indicates prediction accuracy, ‘𝐴𝐶𝑑𝑖 ’
indicates the quantity of information precisely grouped and
dn' determines the complete number of information. The
forecast precision is measured in percentage (%).
Scom = dn × MSdi
(12)
In the above equation (12), ‘Scom ’ denotes the space
complexity, ‘dn ’ represents the number of data and ‘MSdi ’
is the memory required for putting away single
information. Space intricacy is estimated as far as
Megabytes (MB). Like the above parameter, another type
of parameter calculation is available in image filtering
methods [20]

Very tall/ tall/ average/
short/Very short

B. False Positive Rate: It is estimated as the quantity of
information inaccurately arranged to the complete number
of information taken as information. The bogus positive
rate is determined using the given formula,
FPR = [

NICdi
dn

] ∗ 100

(10)

Where ‘FPR’ indicates a false positive rate, ‘NICdi ’
denotes the number of data incorrectly classified. ‘dn ’ be
the absolute number of information. FPR is estimated as
far as rate (%).

As shown in the above table 2, the prediction
accuracy of three different methods, namely KNFSJRBMBAMC, IDP [1], CGCNB-MRM [2], regarding
various soil information taken from the dataset to predict
the health status. In order to conduct the experiment, the
performance of prediction accuracy is higher using KNFSJRBMBAMC than the current techniques. Allow us to
consider the 500 data, and the KNFS-JRBMBAMC
correctly predicts the 450data, and the prediction accuracy
is 90%. Similarly, the prediction accuracy of the other two
methods, namely IDP [1], CGCNB-MRM [2], is 88% and
85%, respectively. After that, the nine results are obtained
for each method with a number of data. Therefore, the
overall prediction accuracy of the proposed KNFSJRBMBAMC technique is compared to the prediction
accuracy of existing methods. The comparison results
prove that the soil health prediction accuracy in the
agriculture sector gets improved by 4% and 7% when
compared to existing methods.

C. Expectation time: prediction time is characterized as
the measure of time used for future result prediction
through the classification process. The formula for
prediction is given by,
Tp = dn × Tdi
(11)
In the above condition (11), 'Tp' shows the
expectation time, dn demonstrates the quantity of
information, and 'Tdi' indicates the time taken for a single
piece of information. Forecast time is estimated as far as
milliseconds (ms).
D. Space complexity: It is defined as the amount of
storage space required by the algorithm to perform big
data prediction. Space complexity is calculated by,
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Number of data

Table 2 Number of data versus Prediction accuracy
Prediction accuracy (%)
KNFS-JRBMBAMC

IDP

CGCNB-MRM

500

90

88

85

1000

88

85

82

1500

85

83

80

2000

88

84

82

2500

87

82

80

3000

88

85

82

3500

92

89

86

4000

91

88

85

4500

90

86

83

5000

92

89

85

Prediction accuracy (%)

100
95
90
KNFS-JRBMBAMC
85

IDP
CGCNBMRM

80
75
500

1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Number of data
Figure 3 Graphical portrayal of Prediction (expectation) exactness

Figure 3 illustrates the graphical representation of
expectation exactness versus various information in the
range of 500 to 5000 is taken from the big dataset. The
numbers of data are given as the input in the horizontal
direction, and the prediction accuracy is obtained at the
vertical axis.
The prediction accuracy of three methods KNFSJRBMBAMC, IDP [1], CGCNB-MRM [2], is represented
by three different colors of lines such as blue, red, and
green, respectively. The above graph visibly reveals that
the KNFS-JRBMBAMC technique increases the forecast
accuracy than the existing prediction techniques.

This reason is to apply the Jaccarized Rocchio BoyerMoore Bootstrap aggregative classifier. The ensemble
classifier uses the number of weak learners as a Jaccard
indexive Rocchio classifier to analyze the testing soil data
and training data and perform classification.
If the similarity value is higher, then the data is
accurately classified into very high, high, medium, low,
and very low. As a result, the KNFS-JRBMBAMC
technique achieves higher prediction accuracy.
Table 3 describes the bogus positive pace of three
strategies to be specific KNFS-JRBMBAMC, IDP [1],
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CGCNB-MRM [2] individually. In soil well-being
prescient information examination, the bogus positive rate
is the significant boundary to acquire a precise forecast.
While dealing with an enormous number of information,

the above table unmistakably shows that the KNFSJRBMBAMC strategy diminishes the bogus positive pace
of forecast than

Table 3 Number of data versus false (bogus)-positive rate
False(bogus)-positive rate (%)

Integer of data

KNFS-JRBMBAMC
10
12
15
12
13
12
8
9
10
8

500
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
4500
5000

IDP
12
15
17
16
18
15
11
12
14
11

CGCNBMRM
15
18
20
18
20
18
14
15
17
15

False positive rate (%)

25
20
15
KNFS-JRBMBAMC
IDP

10

CGCNBMRM
5
0
500

1000

1500

2000

2500 3000 3500
Number of data

4000

4500

5000

Figure 4 Graphical representation of the false (bogus)-positive rate

The current techniques. Let us consider 500 data in use
as of the dataset to measure the false positive rate in the
first iteration. By applying the KNFS-JRBMBAMC
technique, 50 data are incorrectly classified, and the bogus
positive rate is 10%. Likewise, 60 and 70 data are
erroneously grouped by applying IDP [1], CGCNB-MRM
[2], and the false-positive rates are 12% and 15%.
Similarly, various results are observed with various counts
of the information. The bogus positive paces of the
proposed KNFS-JRBMBAMC strategy are contrasted
with the current strategies. The average of ten results
indicates that the false positive rate is significantly
reduced by 24% and 35% when evaluated to existing
methods. Finally, the ten consequences of the proposed
strategy are contrasted with existing strategies. The

examination after-effects of the proposed JRBMBAMC
technique are considerably reduced by 23%, 36% when
compared to existing [1], [2], respectively.
The performance analysis of bogus-positive rate
in predictive analytics using soil data is demonstrated in
figure4, based on the three methods, with the number of
data varied from 500 to 5000. In figure4, the false positive
rate analysis chart is shown. To evaluate the performance
level of the proposed technique with that of the current
techniques, a near examination is finished. The
examination is made in the proposed KNFS-JRBMBAMC
technique with two methods, namely IDP [1], CGCNBMRM [2], for different inputs.
From figure 4, it is shown that the bogus positive
rate is minimized by using KNFS-JRBMBAMC
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technique. The reason is to apply the Jaccarized Rocchio
Boyer-Moore Bootstrap Aggregative Map-reduce
classifier. The classifier combines the weak learner results
in the reduce phase. For each weak learner, the error rate
is measured and sorted in ascending order along with the

error rate. Then, the Boyer-Moore majority voting scheme
is applied to find majority votes of the classified samples.
The data has maximum votes classified into a particular
class coming about in limits the bogus positive rate.

Table 4 Quantity of data versus Prediction time
Prediction time (ms)

Number of data
500

KNFS-JRBMBAMC
20

IDP
23

CGCNBMRM
25

1000

23

26

28

1500

26

30

33

2000

30

33

35

2500

33

35

38

3000

36

39

42

3500

40

44

46

4000

42

46

50

4500

43

50

54

5000

45

52

55

respectively. Consequently, from the similar examination,
obviously, the proposed approach has further developed
execution in terms of minimizing the prediction time than
the other comparative methods. Therefore, the overall
examination results show that the KNFS-JRBMBAMC
procedure limits the forecast time by 11% when contrasted
with [1] and 17% when contrasted with [2], respectively

Table 4 presents the relative examination
aftereffects of forecast time acquired utilizing the Soil
dataset by varying the training data from 500 to 5000. The
experimental outcomes illustrate the proposed KNFSJRBMBAMC technique has preferable execution over the
current techniques. For 500 data, soil health prediction
time is attained by the KNFS-JRBMBAMC technique is
20ms, and the time consumption of the other two existing
methods, IDP [1], CGCNB-MRM [2], are 23ms and 25ms,

60

Prediction time (ms)

50
40
30

KNFS-JRBMBAMC
IDP

20

CGCNBMRM

10
0
500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

4500

5000

Number of data
Figure 5 Graphical demonstration of Prediction (forecast) time
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correlative Normalized Discriminant feature selection.
The cKendall rank correlation is measured between the
features in the dataset. Discriminant projection vectors
separate the relevant or irrelevant features. The positively
correlated features are called relevant features and are
used for classification instead of using entire features in
the dataset. As a result, minimizes the time consumption
of accurate prediction

Figure 5 addresses the presentation consequences
of expectation time alongside the quantity of information.
As displayed in the graphical outline, the dirt wellbeing
forecast season of the multitude of techniques is bit by bit
expanded while expanding the quantity of information for
various runs. Be that as it may, similarly, the forecast time
gets limited utilizing the KNFS-JRBMBAMC strategy.
The huge explanation is to apply the Kendall ranking

Table 5 Number of data versus Space complexity
Space complexity (MB)

Number of data

KNFS-JRBMBAMC
13
15
18
22
23
26
28
31
34
37

Space complexity (MB)

500
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
4500
5000

IDP
15
17
21
24
26
28
32
34
36
40

50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

CGCNBMRM
18
20
24
26
30
32
35
37
41
43

KNFS-JRBMBAMC
IDP
CGCNBMRM

500

1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Number of data
Figure 6 Graphical representation of Space complexity
technique was found to be ‘13MB’ and memory
consumption of existing [1], [2] was found to be ‘13MB’,
15MB’ separately. Also, the leftover nine runs are done to
break down the exhibition of the proposed procedure
against the current techniques. The general examination
results determine that the average value of space intricacy
of the KNFS-JRBMBAMC procedure is impressively
diminished by 8% and 15% when contrasted with regular
strategies. This is on the grounds that by applying Kendall
positioning correlative Standardized Discriminant
significant element determination for projecting the
pertinent highlights. Accordingly, the proposed KNFSJRBMBAMC procedure utilizes a lesser memory space
for predicting the soil status.

Table 5 and figure 6 illustrate the graphical illustration
of the space complexity of predicting the student grade
level using three different methods, namely the KNFSJRBMBAMC technique and existing IDP [1] CGCNBMRM [2]. As shown in figure 6 and table 5, an increasing
linear trend is to be observed for all the three prediction
techniques while expanding the quantity of information.
Among the three methods, the KNFS-JRBMBAMC
provides superior performance than the other two
methods. Besides, from the sample numerical computation
provided using table 5, with ‘500’ data are considered to
perform the experimentation, the space complexity for
predicting the soil status using KNFS-JRBMBAMC
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Aggregative Map-reduce classifier is applied for
investigating the preparation and testing of information
with the help of a map-reduce classifier. The BoyerMoore voting scheme accurately finds the classification
results furthermore, limits the bogus positive rate. The
exploratory assessment is conducted with the agriculture
soil datasets. The experimental results and conversation of
different measurements show that the KNFSJRBMBAMC method achieved better performance by
achieving higher prediction accuracy and lesser bogus
positive, expectation time, and space intricacy than that of
state-of-the-art models

VI. CONCLUSION
Accurate prediction models play a most important role
in Big Data analytics. An effective disease prediction
model called the KNFS-JRBMBAMC technique is
introduced for accurate prediction by integrating feature
selection and classification. At first, the KNFSJRBMBAMC technique model uses the Kendall ranking
correlative Normalized Discriminant method for finding
the relevant feature and irrelevant features for
classification. Based on the analysis, the positively
correlated features are selected from the dataset to limit
the time utilization and space intricacy of the forecast.
Secondly, the Jaccarized Rocchio Boyer-Moore Bootstrap
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